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The month of September is special to the lovers of Nike Brand because another
gorgeous pair of runners is on the way. On 21, Best Jordans Shoes will be releasing
a brand new pair of
Latest Jordans Shoes
OG “Anniversary” to the market. For those who loved the original sport-red
Anniversary- version sneakers, this will be a double reason to celebrate because the
new version is hotter and more sophisticated. Did you miss the
Cheap Jordan Shoes
that was released early this year? Then worry no more, because this time around you
can be the first one to grab this dazzling pair of shoes once it is out in the
market. The runners will sell at a pocket-friendly price of just $140 at the
selected stores.
Nike Air Max 1 OG
Color: White/University Red-Neutral Grey-Black
Style Code: 908375-103
Release Date: September 21, 2017
Price: $140
Some fans are eager to know what exactly to expect in the new forthcoming pair of
runners. This is because there are rumors that the shoes are just a comeback of the
Sport-Red version that was availed to the public early this year. Well, there are
some similarities in the two models but the new model is a more improved, super and
hotter sneakers. In other words, this is something good and special for the lovers
of the Nike Trademark. The truth is that this design of shoes has been released
several times in the past due to public demand. However, every new version of the
Air-Mx-1 is definitely an improvement of the previous one and comes with additional
special features.
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For those who want to look sparkling and trendy in sneakers, this pair of shoes is a
must have commodity. The shoes will unquestionably come out benevolently with a
broad variety of casual outfits and they are a perfect match when going out on
weekends or chilling with friends. You can also come out rocking in a pair of
Air-Max-1-OG Anniversary when doing workouts or light-sports-activities. Above that,
the sneakers are of high quality, durable and easy to maintain.
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http://www.bestjordans2016.com
http://www.latestjordans2016.com
http://www.cheapjordans2017.com/product-tag/cheap-jordan-shoes/

